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Sleep Paralysis, Lucid Dreams,
and the Non-physical

David J. Hufford

My career has been devoted to the experience-centered study of beliefs and

related experiences that lie outside the conventional paradigm of modern

society—what is often called “folk belief.” I have done this research in the con-

text of modern medicine, joining the Department of Behavioral Science at Penn

State’s College of Medicine in 1974, where I remained for more than 30 years

until my retirement in 2007. I chose that setting because I have seen medicine,

especially psychiatry, as a main force in modernity’s resistance to traditional

spiritual (not necessarily religious) beliefs and, particularly, the experiential

claims (hallucination? delusion?) often associated with those beliefs. I have been

concerned with questioning, evaluating, and eventually challenging those aca-

demic “traditions of disbelief,” traditions where “dream” is a convenient means

of dismissing extraordinary claims.1

My research during that time has been almost exclusively devoted to the

study of the experiences of others, although informed by my personal life (as is

anyone’s work). So I was pleased to accept our editors’ invitation that we authors

include our own experiences within our chapters. I do so with a caveat: I offer

brief accounts of my experiences as illustrations, because I know them in greater

detail than I could the experiences of anyone else. I am not a person who seems

to have any particular “psychic abilities.” I am not a “sensitive.” The vast major-

ity of the dreams I recall are quite ordinary, and I do not claim that being mine

gives these experiences special weight. I assume that many others have had expe-

riences similar to the ones I will recount. The importance of these experiences

lies in the way that they are distributed, with strangely consistent content,

among individuals and across cultures. My own encounters, and the high preva-

lence of these experiences cross-culturally, challenges most conventional

explanations, including the idea that experiences like this are limited to certain

“kinds of people,” such as those who are “fantasy prone.”2 It seems clear that, in

fact, they are the common property of humanity.
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Spiritual belief traditions around the world involve dreams and dream-related

events. My career was launched by a tradition regarding sleep paralysis, a bizarre

event related to dreaming but not itself a dream in any ordinary sense. I begin my

chapter with that topic.

TERROR IN THE NIGHT

In December 1963, I was a college sophomore. Having just completed the last

of my final exams for the term, I was tired. I went to bed in my off-campus room

at about 6 o’clock, looking forward to a long and uninterrupted night’s sleep. In

that, I was mistaken. About 2 hours later, I was awakened by the sound of my

door being opened, and footsteps approached the bed. I was lying on my back

and the door was straight ahead of me. But the room was pitch dark, so when I

opened my eyes I couldn’t see a thing. I tried to turn on the light beside my

bed, but I couldn’t move or speak. I was paralyzed. The footsteps came to the side

of my bed, and I felt the mattress go down as someone climbed onto the bed,

knelt on my chest, and began to strangle me. I thought that I was dying. But

much worse than the feelings of being strangled were the sensations associated

with what was on top of me. I had an overwhelming impression of evil, and my reac-

tion was primarily revulsion. Whatever was on my chest was not only destructive, it

was disgusting. I shrank from it. I struggled to move, but it was as though I could not

find the “controls.” Somehow I no longer knew how to move. But then I did move,

first my hand and then my whole body. I leaped out of bed, heart racing, and turned

on the light. The roomwas empty. I ran downstairs where my landlord sat watching

TV. “Did someone go past you just now?” He looked at me like I was crazy and said

“no.” I never forgot that experience, but I told no one about it for the next eight

years. I had never heard of an experience anything like this, so I could not expect

a lot of sympathetic understanding if I did tell someone. And I was certain that I

had been awake during the episode, but I knew that if I said this was anything

but a scary dream, I would be judged crazy!

Eight years later, in 1971, I was doing my doctoral dissertation fieldwork in

Newfoundland, Canada. There I encountered the Newfoundland tradition

called “the Old Hag.” When you “have the Old Hag,” Newfoundlanders said,

you awoke to find yourself unable to move. The hag, an evil, terrifying something,

could be heard coming, footsteps approaching. The hag would enter your room,

come to your bed, and press you, crushing the breath out of you. If the experience

is not interrupted, they said, it could end in death. My informants claimed that

this happens to many people in Newfoundland. The conventional explanation

of such traditions is that in various ways tradition gives rise to stories that claim

experiential evidence. The traditional beliefs and narratives come first, they

morph into experiential stories, and they may eventually give rise to supporting

experiences as a kind of self-fulfilling prophecy. In the scholarly view, the most
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common way for this to happen would be a dream based on having heard tradi-

tional accounts: “You say you believe this because of your experience, but

science says that you had that experience because you believed. Seeing is not

believing; believing is seeing!” But for me, this made no sense. The intruder in

1963 came into my room from a cultural void.

My 1963 experience, combined with the complex Newfoundland tradition

that was practically identical to it, formed the basis for my career as I left New-

foundland to join the Behavioral Science faculty at Penn State’s College of

Medicine: the experience-centered study of spirit belief traditions. This pursuit

has challenged conventional scholarly wisdom and led to some rather startling

discoveries. I found that Newfoundlanders were correct in that the experience

is common on the island—almost one in five having had it. Later, I was also able

to show that the experience is as common among people who do not have a tra-

dition about it as it is among those who do—for example, among my medical stu-

dents. As in my case, the experiences of these students were indistinguishable

from those in Newfoundland except for the language used; Newfoundlanders

called it the Old Hag, but my medical students and I had no name for it.

I even found an example in William James’s Varieties of Religious Experience:

Suddenly I felt something come into the room and stay close to my bed. It
remained only a minute or two. I did not recognize it by any ordinary sense, and
yet there was a horribly unpleasant “sensation” connected with it. It stirred some-
thing more at the roots of my being than any ordinary perception. The feeling
had something of the quality of a very large tearing vital pain spreading chiefly over
the chest, but within the organism—and yet the feeling was not pain so much as
abhorrence. At all events, something was present with me, and I knew its presence
far more surely than I have ever known the presence of any fleshly living creature. I
was conscious of its departure as of its coming: an almost instantaneously swift
going through the door, and the “horrible sensation” disappeared.3

This description is very similar to my own experience. James uses the account

to illustrate “the reality of the unseen,” which he considered a central aspect of

spiritual belief. Spiritual means relating to spirit. The New Shorter Oxford English

Dictionary defines spirit as “1. The animating or life giving principle in humans

and animals. 2. The immaterial part of a corporeal being.”4 Despite vague and

ambiguous usages in the academic literature, this has been the basic meaning

of these terms throughout history to the present.

As I found evidence that this weird experience is common, I was able to show

that it is what sleep researchers call sleep paralysis (SP). But I also found a great deal

of accurate knowledge on the topic in folk tradition that is absent from the scientific

literature. In fact, it required a year of research for me to be confident that SP and

the Newfoundland term “Old Hag” refer to the same event, because the scientific

SP descriptions lacked so much of the detail that was present in the folk accounts.
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SP with a presence is rarely included in discussions of “spiritual experience,”

but the great majority of subjects do consider their SP experience spiritual when

it includes a presence. The presence is there in approximately 80 percent of SP

episodes.5 SP is a category of extraordinary spiritual experiences (ESEs)—that is,

experiences that appear to the subject to be direct perceptions of a non-

physical spiritual reality (i.e., visions, although they can occur in any sensory

mode).6 I also found that SP with a presence is a major part of spirit traditions

of supernatural evil all over the world, such as vampire beliefs and beliefs about

witchcraft and sorcery.7

In scientific terms, sleep paralysis is a state that occurs either while falling

asleep or as one is awakening. Subjectively, SP is characterized by the sense of

being fully awake and, usually, fully aware of one’s actual environment; that is,

the SP subject experiencing this state in his bed at home will be aware that this

is where he is. The paralysis is produced by the intrusion into wakefulness of

rapid eye movement (REM) atonia, one mechanism of REM sleep—the sleep

stage during which most dreams occur. REM atonia is a flaccid paralysis in which

voluntary muscle tone is lost. It functions to prevent dreamers from moving their

physical bodies when moving their “dream bodies,” thus preserving sleep during

dreaming. The loss of tone is sudden and dramatic as REM begins, so in a sleep

laboratory REM can actually be identified by loss of muscle tone in an electro-

myography (EMG) recording, just as it is identified by the characteristic eye

movements detected by electro-oculograph (EOG). In sleep laboratories, SP sub-

jects have been shown to have accurate awareness of their real surroundings and

the ability to recall sensory input received while in the SP state. SP, although

incorporating at least one aspect of REM, is not a dream in any ordinary sense.

Thus lucid dreaming and SP share the sense of full wakefulness while experienc-

ing REM, but the two states are distinctly different. We may say that in SP, REM

intrudes (or persists) into wakefulness, whereas in lucid dreaming, wakefulness

intrudes into REM.

Two additional points about REM are important regarding these experiences.

First, REM follows a distinct circadian rhythm, so certain times of the day and

the night are more likely to support REM experiences. For those with a normal

REM schedule, REM is not likely at bedtime, making “sleep-onset REM” rela-

tively rare. That reduces the likelihood of SP immediately on falling asleep,

but REM becomes increasingly strong during the night, which is why SP is espe-

cially common on awakening late, 3 or 4 a.m. REM continues to be strong during

the morning, so going back to sleep in the morning (as I did when I had my lucid

dream) or taking a morning nap encourages REM experiences. Second, when

one is deprived of REM sleep, REM becomes even stronger (called “REM

rebound”) and more likely to intrude into wakefulness. Several things can reduce

REM sleep and lead to rebound, such as excessive alcohol, some medications,

and sleep deprivation. Like most college students, I was chronically sleep
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deprived in school, and my SP episode occurred at the end of final exams, an

especially low sleep time.

SP and lucid dreaming also have complicated relationships with out-of-body

experiences (OBEs), dreams of deceased loved ones, and precognitive dreams.

Each of these is associated with spiritual beliefs, in both modern and ancient cul-

ture, and in both Western and non-Western societies, making lucid dreaming a

powerful influence in the development of spiritual belief.

MY DREAMS, LUCID AND OTHER

In this chapter, I use the term lucid dreaming in the conventional sense: the

experience of becoming aware of the fact that one is dreaming, during a dream.

Lucid dreaming occurs in degrees. The lucidity may be transient. The lucid

dreamer may or may not have the ability to control the contents of the dream.

I also take lucidity in dreams to mean a fairly normal form of consciousness that

leaves intact many of the dreamer’s ordinary thinking capacities, such as the

ability to make inferences.

The same year that I first experienced sleep paralysis with a presence, I had

my only really complete lucid dream. I recall several lucid dreams from as long

ago as high school, but most of them were brief and the lucidity was transitory.

But the lucid dream that occurred when I was a college sophomore was long

and had some very interesting features:

I recall “awakening” in a dream of an outdoor scene that seemed a bit like the small city,

Williamsport, Pennsylvania, where my college was located. As is common in my dreams,
the resemblance was vague. Being somewhat familiar with lucid dreams, I was delighted.
I recall immediately wondering what I should do, realizing that the possibilities were wide

open. As I had that thought, I turned toward a wooden fence next to where I was stand-
ing, let out a loud yell, and smashed through the fence—I don’t know why. I did not have
complete and constant control the dream content, and the scene changed without my voli-

tion. Next I found myself running down a city street chased by a sizable crowd. Still aware
that I was dreaming, I was unconcerned about my pursuers. I turned and ran into a build-
ing on my left and up some stairs. I came to a landing with an open window and dove out,
flying Superman style over the city. Once more the scene changed and I was in a room on

campus. Again the resemblance was vague, but the room was similar to a common room
in my college’s Student Union Building.

At this point I need to provide more context. The dream was taking place on

a Saturday morning. In my waking life I had agreed to have lunch with a friend,

and he was going to come by my off-campus room at 10:30 a.m. to pick me up.

I never got enough sleep in college, and I had some bad habits when dealing with

my alarm clock. This particular morning I had been awakened by the alarm at

9 a.m., leaving me plenty of time to get ready. But instead of rising, I had reset
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the clock to get more rest and returned to sleep. It was at that point that my lucid

dream began. As I found my dream self in the common room, I began to worry

about whether I would wake on time—so I did have a clear memory of events

and plans in my waking life. But although I was fully lucid, I had the impression

that I had to wake at 11 a.m., which in reality would be too late. This discrep-

ancy proved important and very interesting when I finally woke up. Worrying

about the time, I kept checking the clocks in my dream, figuring that I would

make sure to wake myself up at 11. Whenever I wanted to check, I would look

and find a clock realistically on the wall. That made we wonder if I could wake

myself, so I tried “surfacing.” I found that just by willing it, I could, as it seemed,

rise up into wakefulness to the point where I could see the sunlight on my eyelids

and hear the birds singing outside my window. Then, just as easily, I descended

back into my dream. Then, when the dream clocks said 11 o’clock, I woke

myself. As I became fully awake and saw 11 on my bedside clock, I immediately

thought, “Oh no! I’m late.” But I then saw that my watch said 10 o’clock, just the

time I needed it to be. Further investigation showed that when I had reset my

alarm clock, I had inadvertently changed the clock time instead of the alarm

time, setting it one hour ahead, but somehow my “dream time” had allowed for

this and kept me on schedule. This dream gave me a lot to think about!

Several features of my lucid dream were typical, especially flying. My aware-

ness of and concern for waking on time fits with the typical lucid awareness of

waking life during the dream. I have seen some discussion of whether the lucid

dreamer can wake at will. Apparently some dreamers cannot, but I found it sim-

ple. The way that my dream, without my awareness, took my confused reset of

the alarm and made my dream time consistent with what I needed in real time

was, and is, fascinating to me. I have long had the ability to awaken at the pre-

cise minute I need to. This is not so consistent that I feel confident without an

alarm, but it does often happen even without my intention. For example, if the

alarm does not go off when it should, I frequently wake up at the intended time

anyway. This seems a common ability. But in the case of my lucid dream, there

was the added factor of “somebody” having allowed for my mistake in resetting

the alarm. Although I was aware by then of Freudian notions of unconscious pro-

cesses, this instance seemed different. It seemed to require a sort of intention and

active intelligence that I would not have expected. I was reminded of this when,

years later, I read George Tyrrell’s Apparitions (1942) and encountered his

concept of the “stage-carpenter”—a metaphorical, subliminal homunculus who

constructs information for presentation in “the theater of consciousness.”

Although Tyrrell was speaking of the content of apparitional visions (e.g., seeing

a ghost), the process of thoughtful construction outside of awareness is resonant

with my dream clocks.

In addition to my terrifying attack and my pleasant but puzzling lucid dream,

I had one other extraordinary sleep-related experience in my youth: a clear and
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documented precognitive dream. One summer when I was 15, I spent a weekend

at my grandparents’ summer cottage. It was about 20 miles from the village

where I lived, and it did not have a telephone. While there, from Friday through

Sunday, I was cut off from any outside communication. That Friday night

I dreamed that my brother, my girlfriend, and I walked through the village park

to the edge of the lake where our town was situated. The edge of the park was

a seawall, and we were standing on the wall about three feet above the water.

The weather was gray and stormy, with wind and waves, but no rain. As we stood

looking at the lake, I suddenly realized that my girlfriend was no longer with us. I

dove into the lake, with the casual ability common in dreams, and swam beneath

the surface looking for her. I could not find her, but I did find a pile of broken

glass (it looked like broken soda bottles) with a child’s bathing slipper (a kind

of rubber footwear common for kids at that time when walking in water on a

rough surface) atop the pile. The slipper had a clear cut through the sole. Then

I woke up. I was extremely impressed by the vividness of the dream. I did not

think of it as precognitive, and I would not have been sure what it meant even

if that had occurred to me. Even so, I was overwhelmed by its clarity and appar-

ent importance. It just seemed very important. I told the family members who

were at the cottage about the dream immediately. Then I wrote down an account

of it. The following day (Sunday), when I returned home in the evening, I called

my girlfriend as usual. To my amazement, she told me that she and her family

had visited Lake Ontario (the Great Lake was about an hour north of our village

in the Finger Lakes); while walking in the water at the edge of the beach there,

she had stepped on broken glass and cut the sole of her foot badly. She had

required stitches and was now walking with a crutch. I was amazed. My girl-

friend’s accidental injury struck me as obviously the meaning of my dream, but

in a very odd way. This, like the accommodation of my error in resetting the

alarm clock, suggested something like Tyrell’s “stage-carpenter.” This time the

homunculus had almost composed a little poem about what would happen on

the following day—organized, clear in its reference after the fact, but obscure

at the time. I spent a lot of time pondering that experience, and thought more

about it a few years later in 1963.

These three events had an interesting effect on me, an effect that I think is a

common result of anomalous experience. I was now convinced that the world

was a more complicated and weird place than I had been led to believe—which

meant that the modern “standard model” must have some serious deficiencies.

These events, however, did not give me a particular new model. They made

me, in a technical sense, “dis-illusioned” with the world picture I had been given.

This created—as I believe it does for many—far more openness to unconven-

tional ideas and beliefs than I would otherwise have realized. It did not make

me reject either science or reason. In fact, I entered college with a double major

in math and physics. But it did make me question whether current science was as
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near to completion as some suggested, and it was reasoning from my experiences

that led to this conclusion. These somewhat contrarian attitudes were supported

over the years as I encountered the extraordinary experiences of others, first by

happenstance, then as a result of systematic research.

HISTORY AND THE DREAMS OF MODERNITY

Dreams have always fascinated people, and the interpretation of dreams has

been a preoccupation throughout history. Dream interpretations range from

the spiritual to the reductive. In modern times, Freud’s psychoanalytic interpre-

tation of dreams gave the topic even more energy and controversy, and scientific,

academic, and popular thought today about the significance and meaning of

dreams is very diverse. Within this fascinating stew of ideas, lucid dreams are a

somewhat exotic and popular variety. I just Googled the term “lucid dreaming”

and got more than 4 million hits. Most of the items on the first page referred to

instructions for inducing lucid dreams, supporting the results of a 2012 BBC sur-

vey, which reported that lucid dreaming is a rising “nocturnal hobby.”8 Indeed,

even though the term “lucid dreaming” is only 100 years old, this kind of dream

has been the subject of study and teaching since ancient times.9 Aristotle men-

tions the experience of becoming aware that one is dreaming during a dream.

Yoga nidra is an Indian esoteric practice related to lucid dreaming, although

during this state of very deep relaxation the subject remains aware of the real

physical environment rather than being immersed in a dream world. The yoga

nidra state is sometimes referred to as lucid sleeping to distinguish it from lucid

dreaming. In some forms of Buddhism, awareness was cultivated in all states of

consciousness including dreaming.

Understanding current attitudes toward and theories of lucid dreaming

requires some knowledge of the intellectual history of modern thought about

dreams. In ancient cultures, dreams had supernatural connotations. Many Egyp-

tian gods had dream temples dedicated to them. Supplicants seeking divine guid-

ance would sleep in these temples—the first recorded instance of temple

“incubation”—and the following morning a Master of the Secret Things would

interpret what the dreamer reported. The practice of dream incubation, also

called temple sleep, is found in many parts of the world. Sometimes incubation

included healing, or dream messages with healing instructions, as in the case of

temples to the Greek god Asclepius. (Dream incubation is also a modern term

for going to sleep with the explicit intention of having a particular kind of

dream, including lucid dream induction.)

Divine messages in dream form were well known to the ancient Jews and

appear frequently in Jewish scripture, albeit less so in the Christian Testament.

For example, Joseph’s dreams recounted in Genesis foretell his good fortune and

serve to bring it about. Dreams have been regarded in a similar way in most
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non-Western cultures. For example, the Iroquois considered dreams, sometimes

called “wishes of the soul,” to be one of the most important sources of spiritual

knowledge. This included both self-knowledge and knowledge of the past and

future. Dreams were shared and community decisions as well as individual ones

were often based on dream content.

Using ancient and non-Western sources, 19th-century anthropologists theo-

rized that dreams played a major part in the development of primitive beliefs

about the soul and other spirits. For example, Edward B. Tylor, one of the found-

ers of social anthropology, considered dreams to be a primary source used by

“primitive man” to attempt to understand the world. He located the origins of

religion in animism—the “belief in spiritual beings”—and interpreted this belief

as efforts to explain “two groups of biological problems”: (1) What is the differ-

ence between conscious and nonconscious bodies (sleeping, in trance, or dead),

and what animates the conscious body? and (2) What are the entities that appear

in dreams and visions, where do they come from?10 These ideas about belief in

spirits and its relation to dreams persist to the present day. For example, The

New World Encyclopedia says that

Dreams and hallucinations were likely central to the development of animistic
theory in general. Seeing the phantasmic figures of friends and other chimaeric,
night-time apparitions may have led people to the dualistic separation of soul and
body that is common within animistic traditions. Of course, hallucinatory figures,
both in dreams and waking life, are not necessarily those of the living. From the
reappearance of friends or enemies, dead or living alike, primitive man was likely
led to the belief that there existed an incorporeal part of man, which existed apart
from the body.11

Even many contemporary anthropologists view dreams in this way. For exam-

ple, in 1994 Canadian anthropologist Jean-Paul Goulet used the words dream

and vision almost synonymously and assumed that both are internally gener-

ated.12 According to these interpretations, the belief that dream life takes place

in a domain populated by spirits, and that the dreamer travels there in spirit

form, is an understandable mistake arising from ignorance of the true nature of

the world. This is the boundary between primitive and modern.

DREAMS OF THE DEAD AND MATERIALISM

Reading scholarly accounts of belief in spirits and the nature of dreams, one

would never guess that the beliefs being characterized as “primitive” are common

among 21st-century Americans—yet overwhelming data show that they are. For

example, a 2003 Harris Poll found that 84 percent of Americans believe in

the survival of the soul after death, including 78 percent of those with postgradu-

ate degrees, and 51 percent of the public believes in ghosts.13 Similar findings
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have been made repeatedly for decades. This is not surprising when one consid-

ers that the experience of visits of deceased loved ones to the bereaved (often

called “after-death contacts” [ADCs]) have been shown to be common, experi-

enced by about one third of the general population (the rate is much higher

among widows and widowers) and often very helpful in the grieving process.14

These ADCs are another kind of extraordinary spiritual experience related to

lucid dreaming.

ADCs and related beliefs are linked to dreams in several ways, the most

important of which is dreams of deceased loved ones, some of which are lucid.

These dreams are common, with studies suggesting that more than half of griev-

ing people have such dreams, and they seem to be an important part of the griev-

ing process.15 When such dreams are lucid, they tend to be especially clear and

compelling. For example, the following dream was included in a study by Har-

vard dream researcher Deirdre Barrett.16 The subject is a female college student:

I had a lucid dream (i.e., she was aware she was dreaming during the dream) about
my grandmother that was probably the best dream I have ever had. In this dream I
was little, about 5 or 6 years old, and I was in the bathroom at my grandmother’s
house. She was giving me a bath in this big claw-footed tub. The old steam radiator
was turned on, making it very cozy. I knew that I was dreaming and that I was get-
ting to see my grandmother well again. After the bath, she lifted me out onto the
spiral cotton rug and dried me with a blue towel. When that was done, she said
she had to leave now; this seemed to mean for heaven. I said, “Good-bye,
Grandma. I love you.” She said, “I love you, too, Mary.” I woke up feeling wonder-
ful. She had been delirious in the last few months of her life, so I’d never really got-
ten to say good-bye.

Academic dream researchers accept the modern/primitive boundary and do

not generally discuss or evaluate the common belief that such dreams are real

contact. But along with many surveys, my own ethnographic research indicates

that many—probably most—individuals who have these dreams do consider

them to be real, and that is one reason that they appear to be helpful in the grief

process. These dreams are intimately related to the waking visions of deceased

loved ones noted previously.

A quick look at advice online regarding these dreams shows that contempo-

rary belief about them is much like what Tylor and other anthropologists have

so quickly dismissed as “primitive.” For example, on her blog, counselor Erin

Pavlina recently replied to the following question, with the headline “Are

dreams about deceased loved ones real?”17

Question: The other night I had a really vivid dream about my deceased grandfa-
ther. He told me all kinds of interesting things and it felt so real. Was it really his
spirit talking to me or just a dream? How can I tell the difference?
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Clearly the questioner entertains the possibility but recognizes the contro-

versy. Pavlina responds, “It is possible for deceased loved ones to visit us in our

dream,” and says that this is particularly likely for lucid dreamers. Pavlina gives

suggestions for distinguishing such dreams from ordinary dreaming, and gives

an example of her own in which her grandfather told her that she would have

a miscarriage, which she subsequently did have.

Beliefs about dreams and spirits are not merely “survivals” from our primitive

past. These beliefs arise from experience and are consistently redeveloped

by modern people even though they have been taught that such beliefs are not

tenable in the modern world.

Ideas of what is modern are formed by scholars as a sophisticated contrast to

previous naı̈ve (“primitive”) beliefs. If it were true that dreams are well on the

way to a complete material explanation consistent with materialist conceptions

of the universe in general, then belief that dreams have spiritual significance in

a traditional sense would be naı̈ve, out of place in modernity. It would be primi-

tive, part of a set of beliefs shared with societies that have less knowledge of sci-

ence and the world in general. The common underlying theme in this modernist

account is that naı̈ve beliefs arise and are supported by ignorance and poor rea-

soning, that they are nonrational or even irrational. Such beliefs are also said

to be nonempirical, indicating that they are not properly based on observation,

the basis of modern scientific knowledge.

This conclusion derives from the common modern assumption that the real

world is entirely composed of matter, a view variously called physicalism, natu-

ralism, or materialism. Materialism is a dominant view in modern science, but

not the only view. If materialism is correct, then spirits cannot have real exis-

tence, and spirit becomes a metaphor as in “the American spirit.” Scientific

materialism also suggests that the ancient and universal idea of prophecy and

foreknowledge, often but not always conveyed by spirits, is impossible. Conse-

quently, precognition and ghosts are tossed in the same paranormal waste-

basket by today’s materialists. The materialist assumption suggests that the

extensive modern scientific knowledge about dreaming (such as the role of

REM mechanisms) is the beginning of a complete explanation of dreams that

would include only material mechanisms from neurophysiology to sociology—

a so-called reductive explanation. Because science cannot at present give a

complete account of dreaming that rules out spiritual ideas, like many reduc-

tive theories this view is what philosopher Karl Popper called “promissory

materialism.” Regarding the materialist reduction of mind to brain neuroscien-

tist Sir John Eccles said:

We regard promissory materialism as superstition without a rational
foundation. . . . Promissory materialism is simply a religious belief held by dogmatic
materialists . . . who often confuse their religion with their science.18
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I agree.

The skeptic asserts that it is naı̈ve but understandable for people lacking sci-

entific education to imagine that their dreams have spiritual meaning. In my

work I have concluded that many spiritual beliefs about dreams and related phe-

nomena are actually quite rational and empirically supported. A primary source

of that support is extraordinary spiritual experiences, especially those that are

complex with stable patterns across different cultures and belief systems, and

that are not symptoms of psychopathology.19 This includes extraordinary

dreams. The conventional explanation of anomalous experiences is that they

reflect cultural patterns learned by the subject. Nevertheless, the consistent sim-

ilarity of content in some major extraordinary spiritual experiences cannot be

explained in that way, because their patterns are consistent across cultures and

in the absence of cultural models. Neither can they be dismissed as mere brain-

generated hallucinations, because no known hallucinations have such complex

phenomenologies across subjects without cultural input. Therefore, the experi-

ences have the appearance that we associate with accurate reports from indepen-

dent witnesses. This is not the same as arguing that the beliefs are true, but it

does show that they are not obviously false. In that regard, this position is sympa-

thetic to the possibility that beliefs based on these experiences may be true. My

conclusions are based on systematic research using conventional scholarly and

scientific methods, but a major part of my motivation comes from personal

experiences.

Because of my precognitive dream, I cannot doubt that dreams sometimes

convey knowledge of the future. My lucid dream made me quite certain that

not all dreams are the same, and some involve very special states of conscious-

ness. My SP experience, together with my subsequent research, convinced me

that some extraordinary spiritual experiences are supported by remarkable

cross-cultural stability, a pattern that contradicts conventional explanations.

All of this makes me open to reports of spirit visits and accurate predictions of

the future in lucid dreams. It is also clear that SP, lucid dreams, and precognitive

dreams involve REM sleep, as do ordinary dreams. There are several other con-

nections between lucid dreams and spirit beliefs, but I will only discuss one:

out-of-body experiences.

OUT-OF-BODY EXPERIENCES AND LUCID DREAMS

Efforts to induce lucid dreams, yoga nidra and yoga meditation in the corpse

pose, and astral projection all create a likely setting for the onset of SP. Begin-

ning with my first SP survey in Newfoundland, I found that the great majority

(but not all) of SP episodes happen to people lying on their back. I think this is

because that position allows complete relaxation with a minimum of somatosen-

sory input to maintain full, normal waking consciousness.20 Yoga nidra, astral
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projection, most other OBE methods, and most lucid dream induction—all of

which are related in several ways—require prolonged stillness in the supine posi-

tion. As a result, these meditative practices often lead to SP, often enough that

SP has been suggested as a necessary or very useful aspect of inducing both lucid

dreaming from the waking state and OBEs. The literature of astral projection, as

some traditions have called OBEs, actually describes SP as a common element in

the practice, using the term “astral catalepsy.”21 Robert Monroe, an OBE

research pioneer, reports what are obviously SP episodes early in his efforts to

achieve the out-of-body state.22

The connection of lucid dreaming and OBEs is too complex to cover thor-

oughly here. Some skeptics consider OBEs to be lucid dreams, and some OBE

enthusiasts consider lucid dreaming to be a good entry to OBEs. In Robert Mon-

roe’s description of the locales in which OBEs take place, Locale II (perhaps “the

Astral”) seems very much like the dream world, including its malleability. At

any rate, it is clear phenomenologically that flying in a lucid dream is a great deal

like having an OBE and that some OBEs have a lot in common with some lucid

dreams.

The connection of SP with OBEs is similarly complex. It seems that the basic

link is that REM sleep is involved in both SP and lucid dreaming, and in both

cases it is REM sleep mixed with wakefulness. REM sleep is obviously an altered

state and all indications suggest that it is an altered state that is closely associated

with OBEs.

As I interviewed SP subjects, I discovered that for a minority of experiencers

the sleep paralysis turns into an OBE.23 In some cases, there is no clear OBE sen-

sation, as for the subject who reported that she was being violently pressed into

the bed but also felt that she was being lifted up “at least two feet above the

bed,” and then dropped back onto the bed “with considerable force” as the expe-

rience ended.24 This kind of contradictory description is fairly common in

accounts of anomalous experience, indicating phenomenological categories out-

side normal experience. One Newfoundlander said he felt a “very cold, dead

weight—great fear with no apparent reason, couldn’t move anything, only open

eyes—had feeling of looking down at myself from separate place.”25 A Pennsyl-

vania subject said, “I woke up and felt very tired, but not able to move, felt weak.

Didn’t seem like I was in myself.”26

Other SP/OBE sensations are more fully developed. For example, one of my

Pennsylvania subjects decided not to fight the paralysis:

I really felt that I rose up out of my body. . . . it felt so fast to me that I had no con-
trol over what I was doing. . . . I could not touch the ground, I was trying to—as I
was looking down at the ground I was concentrating on touching it, and I couldn’t
do that. So there was something that either pulled me or I just went on my
own. . . . (opposite my bed) there’s a window. . . . Well, it’s just like I got pulled
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towards there. And I looked out the window and there was someone there. . . . I
wasn’t afraid of this person, but this person wasn’t friendly either. . . . But this person
was trying to get me to come through this window and this person had almost—this
person didn’t care to convince me or coax me to come. Just had an attitude, “Well,
if you come through the window you’ll follow me.” That scared, that scared me pretty
bad!27

She struggled back to the bed and several times thought she had gotten back

into her body, only to find that she was floating again. All this time, the figure

remained outside the window beckoning. Eventually the subject did succeed,

and spent half an hour sitting up going over the details. She subsequently assured

me that she was certain that she was awake during the experience and that it was

real. She also said that if the paralysis experience ever returned, she would most

definitely not submit to it willingly.

During the past two decades, the Internet has played a role in allowing those

with sleep paralysis to make inquiries and contact others in a way that modern

stigma had prevented. One of the early experiencers’ websites devoted to the

subject ends with reference to “a gateway to Out of the Body and Lucid Dream-

ing,” stating that “Beyond the Fear, There Is a Gate.”28

Without realizing it, I had a brush with SP/OBE in my first SP episode. In my

1963 “encounter,” I reached for the lamp beside my bed but was unable to turn it

on. Because the room was pitch dark, I could not see the lamp, but I knew where

it was. I felt my hand moving where the lamp should be, but I could not touch it.

Then the rest of the experience unfolded rapidly and I forgot about the lamp. But

I always wondered about that. Subjects do not report moving briefly and then

becoming paralyzed, as I had seemed to do. About 12 years after my experience,

and after I had embarked on my formal research into the topic of SP, I found the

answer while I was attending a conference in New Orleans. I had an early morn-

ing breakfast meeting, after which I returned to my hotel room to get some more

sleep. It was morning and the room was light. I awoke to the sound of people

entering my room. I opened my eyes and felt multiple invisible “presences,” but

I was paralyzed. I looked down at myself and could see my arms folded across

my chest. I was lying supine and, I realized that I was in SP. As always, I struggled

to move, and suddenly I moved my right arm. I straightened it and flung it out to

my right—but in the bright morning light I could see it still lying across my

chest. I suddenly realized that I was having an “out of the arm” experience. No

longer concerned about the presences entering the room or the fact that the rest

of my body remained paralyzed, I moved my “astral hand” through the curtains

on the window next to the bed. Nothing. I could neither move nor feel the cur-

tains. Then I reached above my head and through the wall to see what would

happen. What happened, to my disappointment, was that my physical arm

moved and all was back to “normal.” I got up, dressed, and took a long walk while
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I thought about what had just occurred. During that walk, I realized that I now

knew why I could not turn on the lamp by my bed in my 1963 SP experience. I

had reached for it with “the wrong arm”—my “astral arm.” It reminded me of a

fantasy I once read about a man who discovers, to his sorrow, that invisibility

means nothing in the dark.

CONCLUSION

SP, lucid dreams, and dreams of the dead are REM sleep phenomena. OBEs are

related to REM sleep at least in terms of their induction. Moreover, each of these

experiences is often perceived as spiritual by those who have them. In part, they

seem spiritual because they are non-physical but compellingly realistic, but also

because they incorporate anomalous events such as telepathy, precognition, and

spirit contact. To the materialist skeptic, this is reason enough to discount the

experiences as mere dreams. As I have already discussed, however, the complex,

cross-culturally stable content of these experiences does not lend itself to conven-

tional reductionistic explanation. Furthermore, there is evidence that telepathy

can occur in dreams.29 In fact, a variety of “psi experiences” are more common in

dreams than when awake.30 Also, there is a growing body of evidence indicating

that precognition, perhaps the most physically challenging of paranormal claims,

has a basis in reality, including in dreams.31 I consider the evidence for such events

strong, perhaps in part because of my personal experiences recounted earlier in this

chapter. However, it must be said that the prevailing academic attitude on these

topics dismisses all such evidence when it supports belief in phenomena that lie

outside the current materialist paradigm. Nevertheless, a growing number of scien-

tists, as well as most members of the lay public, support the idea that these anoma-

lies show us a very important aspect of reality that we have rejected too hastily.32

Given the academic bias on these issues, it is not surprising, then, that

Stephen LaBerge, a pioneering researcher of lucid dreaming, began the chapter

“Dreaming, Illusion, and Reality” in his Lucid Dreaming with a quote that echoes

E. B. Tylor’s theory of the origins of animism: 33

“In the ages of the rude beginning of culture,” wrote Nietzsche, “man believed that
he was discovering a second real world in dream, and here is the origin of all meta-
physics. Without dreams, mankind would never have had occasion to invent such a
division of the world. The parting of soul and body goes also with this way of inter-
preting dreams; likewise, the idea of a soul’s apparitional body: whence all belief in
ghosts, and apparently, too, in gods.”34

After the quote, LaBerge went on to say, “I am inclined to agree with

Nietzsche in placing the blame for belief in ghosts, gods, and life after death on

the doorstep of the dream.”
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In this chapter, LaBerge proposes that OBEs are naı̈ve or “pre-lucid” dreams—

that is, lucid dreams that the dreamer does not recognize as such; he calls this

the “OBE as misinterpreted lucid dream” interpretation. He bases his conclusion

largely on the fact that OBEs, although often compellingly realistic, also have

many perceptual inaccuracies. For example, although an individual during an

OBE may look back and see her own body lying there in bed, she may alterna-

tively see an empty bed or a different body. LaBerge grants that there are some

well-documented instances of accurate OBE perception that seem beyond

chance. These he accounts for by telepathy as the simplest explanation. How-

ever, he does not discuss the near-death experience (NDE) OBE. NDEs contain

many well-documented veridical perceptions, and the NDE experiencer is

sometimes perceived by someone else during the episode (a “crisis apparition”).

Perhaps even more important is the fact that we find so many consistent patterns

in these experiences across cultures. I have noted the same issue previously in

connection with SP experiences with a presence.

LaBerge seems to insist on reliable experimental verification for such experi-

ences if they are to be taken seriously. For example, he gives a persuasive exam-

ple of a precognitive dream but says that such “anecdotes” are unconvincing.

That would, of course, apply to my own example discussed earlier. This issue

plagues the investigation of what is commonly called “the paranormal.” It is pos-

sible to create experimental designs for reasonable facsimiles of some of these

phenomena, although our lack of knowledge about them makes it impossible to

know whether the experimental conditions are a good fit with what occurs natu-

rally. In these situations, investigators have regularly found effects that are stat-

istically significant although generally small in size, whereas spontaneous

events often display very large effects but are dismissed as “anecdotal.” It is quite

clear that experimental studies of the paranormal do not capture the full scope of

the way it emerges outside the laboratory. Furthermore, for some events there is

no way (ethically) to create an experiment (such as NDEs or ADCs), yet system-

atic inquiry yields instances that cannot properly be called anecdotal. Contem-

porary research increasingly recognizes the need to use a “mixed methods”

approach combining quantitative and qualitative methods for valid results, espe-

cially when studying complex events.35 Such multimethod approaches are neces-

sary when studying the paranormal, so rejecting case descriptions and

ethnographic interviews as “anecdotes” is unwarranted. Existing data from a

variety of methodological standpoints amply support the idea that REM sleep

events have characteristics that defy conventional explanations. Even the

“telepathy explanation” (scarcely conventional) does a poor job of explaining

the complex, cross-cultural pattern of many of these experiences.

We should also challenge LaBerge’s agreement with Nietzsche that belief in

spirits originates in dreams. Not all OBEs originate in sleep, including NDEs,

and a great many ADCs experienced by the bereaved are waking events. In fact,
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in 1971 the first medical study showing that ADCs are normal and helpful in

bereavement, contrary to the conventional opinion at the time, specifically

excluded experiences that could have been dreams. Even so, the study found that

in a sample of 94 percent of the competent widows and widowers in one Welsh

county, 47.6 percent experienced a visit from the deceased that they considered

“significant and real.”36 The convergence and overlap of waking and dreaming

experiences greatly complicates efforts to create reductive material explanations.

LaBerge is right to point to perceptual inconsistencies in OBEs. In all spiritual

visions, there is a complex mixture of (1) “ordinary dreamlike” content that

could easily be interpreted as “imaginary” (e.g., the sleeping OBEer looking back

and seeing his bed empty, or meeting a deceased loved one who now seems youn-

ger and healthier than in life), (2) metaphorical content that seems or later

proves to be veridical (e.g., my precognitive dream), and (3) literally accurate

perceptions (e.g., verified reports of the observations of NDEers). This mixture

of perceptual types does not seem to support a “naı̈ve realism” view that in these

states the percipient simply observes the world as it is—but neither does it sup-

port a psychologically reductive explanation. Between these two extremes lies

what has been called the imaginal, a domain that includes all of the characteris-

tics just noted. It has been proposed as a domain that is real, not imaginary, but

represents both physical and non-physical realities. As C. S. Lewis put it, such

representations cannot be entirely literal in sensory terms, because the spiritual

is nonmaterial and invisible. They must, therefore, be transposed, as when a sym-

phony is represented by a piano piece or when an artist represents three dimen-

sions in two-dimensional space. When perceptible objects are transposed to a

different domain, they acquire a mixture of characteristics, both literally accu-

rate and different from the original. Many investigators have suggested that spiri-

tual experiences are imaginal in this sense.37 This interdomain transposition

would seem to account for the very similar—but not identical—patterns across

subjects and cultures found in varieties of complex visionary experiences, as in

NDEs and SP with a presence. While it challenges our ideas of accuracy and

veridicality when assessing evidence, this concept challenges even more deeply

the reductive materialist explanations that dismiss the apparent reality of visions

as fantasy and delusion.

Fascination with dreams is ancient, and knowledge of special varieties of

dreams was much richer before the modern era. Modernity’s rejection of the

non-physical—traditionally meaning the spiritual—reduced the idea of dreams

and visions to mere glitches in normal brain activity. Extraordinary spiritual

experiences were dismissed as psychiatric symptoms, and the related stigma sup-

pressed open discussion rendering these events invisible.38 In recent decades, the

discovery that visions and extraordinary dreams are common and normal has

emerged as part of a larger reevaluation of the materialism of modern thought

going on in our society. Of course, this is not a basis for rejecting solid science
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and systematic reasoning about these experiences. Today a growing number of

neuroscientists have joined in challenging the facile dismissal of the nonma-

terial.39 If solid science can open-mindedly address the vast quantity of personal

experience documenting the extraordinary nature of REM sleep-related experi-

ences, a whole new discipline can emerge, and we will all be the better for it.
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